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Introduction
This decade has seen an ever-growing number of scientific fields benefitting from the advances in machine learning technology
and tooling. More recently, this trend reached the medical domain, with applications reaching from cancer diagnosis [1] to the
development of brain-machine-interfaces [2]. While Kaggle has pioneered the crowd-sourcing of machine learning challenges to
incentivise data scientists from around the world to advance algorithm and model design, the increasing complexity of problem
statements demands of participants to be expert data scientists, deeply knowledgeable in at least one other scientific domain,
and competent software engineers with access to large compute resources. People who match this description are few and far
between, unfortunately leading to a shrinking pool of possible participants and a loss of experts dedicating their time to solving
important problems. Participation is even further restricted in the context of any challenge run on confidential use
cases or with sensitive data. Recently, we designed and ran a deep learning challenge to crowd-source the development of an
automated labelling system for brain recordings, aiming to advance epilepsy research. A focus of this challenge, run
internally in IBM, was the development of a platform that lowers the barrier of entry and therefore mitigates the risk of excluding
interested parties from participating.

The challenge: enabling wide participation
With the goal to run a challenge that mobilises the largest possible pool of participants from IBM (global), we designed a use case
around previous work in epileptic seizure prediction [3]. In this “Deep Learning Epilepsy Detection Challenge”, participants were
asked to develop an automatic labelling system to reduce the time a clinician would need to diagnose patients with epilepsy.
Labelled training and blind validation data for the challenge were generously provided by Temple University Hospital (TUH) [4].
TUH also devised a novel scoring metric for the detection of seizures that was used as basis for algorithm evaluation [5].
In order to provide an experience with a low barrier of entry, we designed a generalisable challenge platform under the
following principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

No participant should need to have in-depth knowledge of the specific domain. (i.e. no participant should need to be a
neuroscientist or epileptologist.)
No participant should need to be an expert data scientist.
No participant should need more than basic programming knowledge. (i.e. no participant should need to learn how to
process fringe data formats and stream data efficiently.)
No participant should need to provide their own computing resources.

In addition to the above, our platform should further
• guide participants through the entire process from sign-up to model submission,
• facilitate collaboration, and
• provide instant feedback to the participants through data visualisation and intermediate online leaderboards.

The platform
The architecture of the platform that was designed and developed is shown in Figure 1. The entire system consists of a number of
interacting components. (1) A web portal serves as the entry point to challenge participation, providing challenge information,
such as timelines and challenge rules, and scientific background. The portal also facilitated the formation of teams and provided
participants with an intermediate leaderboard of submitted results and a final leaderboard at the end of the challenge. (2) IBM
Watson Studio [6] is the umbrella term for a number of services offered by IBM. Upon creation of a user account through the web
portal, an IBM Watson Studio account was automatically created for each participant that allowed users access to IBM's Data
Science Experience (DSX), the analytics engine Watson Machine Learning (WML), and IBM's Cloud Object Storage (COS) [7], all of
which will be described in more detail in further sections. (3) The user interface and starter kit were hosted on IBM's Data Science
Experience platform (DSX) and formed the main component for designing and testing models during the challenge. DSX allows for
real-time collaboration on shared notebooks between team members. A starter kit in the form of a Python notebook, supporting
the popular deep learning libraries TensorFLow [8] and PyTorch [9], was provided to all teams to guide them through the challenge
process. Upon instantiation, the starter kit loaded necessary python libraries and custom functions for the invisible integration
with COS and WML. In dedicated spots in the notebook, participants could write custom pre-processing code, machine learning
models, and post-processing algorithms. The starter kit provided instant feedback about participants' custom routines through
data visualisations. Using the notebook only, teams were able to run the code on WML, making use of a compute cluster of IBM's

resources. The starter kit also enabled submission of the final code to a data storage to which only the challenge team had
access. (4) Watson Machine Learning provided access to shared compute resources (GPUs). Code was bundled up automatically
in the starter kit and deployed to and run on WML. WML in turn had access to shared storage from which it requested recorded
data and to which it stored the participant's code and trained models. (5) IBM's Cloud Object Storage held the data for this
challenge. Using the starter kit, participants could investigate their results as well as data samples in order to better design custom
algorithms. (6) Utility Functions were loaded into the starter kit at instantiation. This set of functions included code to pre-process
data into a more common format, to optimise streaming through the use of the NutsFlow and NutsML libraries [10], and to provide
seamless access to the all IBM services used. Not captured in the diagram is the final code evaluation, which was conducted in an
automated way as soon as code was submitted though the starter kit, minimising the burden on the challenge organising team.

Figure 1: High-level architecture of the challenge platform

Measuring success
The competitive phase of the "Deep Learning Epilepsy Detection Challenge" ran for 6 months. Twenty-five teams, with a total
number of 87 scientists and software engineers from 14 global locations participated. All participants made use of the starter kit
we provided and ran algorithms on IBM's infrastructure WML. Seven teams persisted until the end of the challenge and submitted
final solutions. The best performing solutions reached seizure detection performances which allow to reduce hundred-fold the
time eliptologists need to annotate continuous EEG recordings. Thus, we expect the developed algorithms to aid in the diagnosis
of epilepsy by significantly shortening manual labelling time. Detailed results are currently in preparation for publication.
Equally important to solving the scientific challenge, however, was to understand whether we managed to encourage participation
from non-expert data scientists.

Figure 2: Primary occupation as reported by challenge participants

Out of the 40 participants for whom we have occupational information, 23 reported Data Science or AI as their main job
description, 11 reported being a Software Engineer, and 2 people had expertise in Neuroscience. Figure 2 shows that participants
had a variety of specialisations, including some that are in no way related to data science, software engineering, or neuroscience.
No participant had deep knowledge and experience in data science, software engineering and neuroscience.

Conclusion
Given the growing complexity of data science problems and increasing dataset sizes, in order to solve these problems, it is
imperative to enable collaboration between people with differences in expertise with a focus on inclusiveness and having a low
barrier of entry. We designed, implemented, and tested a challenge platform to address exactly this. Using our platform, we ran
a deep-learning challenge for epileptic seizure detection. 87 IBM employees from several business units including but not limited
to IBM Research with a variety of skills, including sales and design, participated in this highly technical challenge.
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